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Choose one of
the two cards.

Use your knowledge, tactics and some luck in this original, quick and fun
game for two players. Each quiz contains over 100 interesting facts about
the chosen topic.

2

SIMPLE RULES, FUN GAME!

8+
YEARS

2
PLAYERS
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Decide if the sentence is
true or false and get points if
you are right.

The other player reads
outloud one of the options
given which can be
true or false. Player with
more correct answers wins.

Contents

min

110 Cards
Rules

3
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Captivating facts about animals for
the whole family in the following
categories:Endangered animals,
Record breakers, How unusual! and
more! The game was developed in
cooperation with experts who work
with ZOO animals every day.
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5000 pieces,
we can create
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topic.

52
muscles to turn

and move.

Learn about fire safety, firefighting and
prevention in a game that was developed in
cooperation with reallife hero firefighters!
4

Products
ABOUT THE FILM
In a time of superstition and magic, a young apprentice hunter, Robyn
Goodfellowe, journeys to Ireland with her father to wipe out the last
wolf pack. While exploring the forbidden lands outside the city walls,
Robyn befriends a free-spirited girl, Mebh, a member of a mysterious
tribe rumored to have the ability to transform into wolves by night. As
they search for Mebh’s missing mother, Robyn uncovers a secret that
draws her further into the enchanted world of the WOLFWALKERS and
risks turning into the very thing her father is tasked to destroy.

WolfWalkers
The Board Game

WolfWalkers
My Story

©2022 Cartoon Saloon (WolfWalkers)
Ltd /Mélusine Productions
WolfWalkers is a registered trademark
of Cartoon Saloon/Mélusine
Productions
All rights reserved.

WolfWalkers
Puzzle 200

WolfWalkers
Puzzle 1000

5

ABOUT THE BOARD GAME

Cooperative game for the whole family.

The objective of the game is to
complete a wolf soul before soldiers
find its Lair. Find the best roads through
the woods, collect runes, buy different
tiles, avoid the soldiers and collect wolf
souls. Will you be brave enough?
1 Board

6+
YEARS

2-4
PLAYERS

10-30
min

Contents

1 Custom die
4 Wolfwalkers figures
with plastic stands
2 Soldier pawns
35 Rune tokens
4 Wolfwalkers tiles
60 Tiles
1 Special tile
Rulebook

6

EASY TO PLAY,
HARD TO MASTER

ABOUT THE GAME
In WolfWalkers – My Story two players compete to
craft a better story using cards from a shared deck.
Each turn you take one of the six available cards and place
it on your grid. You either take an Objective card that lets you
know how to score points or a Story card that helps you fulfill
your Objective cards. After both players complete their 5×5
grid, the game ends and the player with the most points wins.
The game includes an expansion that provides more options
for players and more interaction, with Permanent cards that
change gameplay in general and Opportunity cards that allow
you a special once-per-game ability.

8+
YEARS

2
PLAYERS

25

Contents

min

110 Cards
Rules
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ABOUT 200
PIECE PUZZLE

ABOUT 1000
PIECE PUZZLE

A wonderful collage of
captured moments of
friendship between Mebh
and Robyn, our two central
characters from the film.

Choosing which images to
be included was extremely
difficult, as all of the artwork
is stunning. The final images
selected showcase the
wonderful talent that helped
create and make this film a
moving piece of art.

WolfWalkers
Puzzle 200

8+
YEARS

WolfWalkers
Puzzle 1000

14+
YEARS
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The Fire Brigade family board game will definitely surprise you with a
complex, yet easy to understand rules, designed for kids and adults
alike with the cooperation of professional firefighters! A game of
cooperation itself, this family game transforms the players in real-life
heroes with the sole mission of saving people’s lives and homes!

Learn to
cooperate with
each other and
save your
village!

EDUCATIONAL & FUN
Have fun and learn all kinds of cool facts about fires and
what the firefighter job implies, with this latest board
game which includes realistic situations and educational
content, a useful learning tool for kids and grown-ups!

BECOME A REAL-LIFE HERO
This family game for kids and adults transforms every player into
a member of the fire brigade, allowing you to get a taste of real-life
firemen! By cooperating with each other, players have to prevent,
contain and put out fires, keeping citizens and villages safe!

DEVELOPED WITH PROFESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS
Fire Brigade is a family game which was developed in cooperation
with professional firefighters, based on various real-life scenarios
and procedures.

YEARS

2-4
PLAYERS

30
min

Contents

8+

4 Boards
59 Cards
2 Dice
131 Tokens
23 Buildings
4 Fire Truck Miniatures
Rulebook

9

Fire Brigade is a cooperative game.
We are members of the fire brigade. Our goal is
to save citizens by rescuing and transporting
them from endangered areas to the hospital.
At the same time, we want to prevent buildings
from burning down and keep the fire contained
by preventing the spread of a raging inferno.

THE PERFECT SOLUTION
Looking for a fun way of spending time with your
loved ones on a rainy Sunday afternoon? Would
you like to teach your little ones about what being
a firefighter implies? The Fire Brigade family board
game is exactly what you need!

EASY TO FOLLOW RULES
Play it in normal mode and save
as many citizens as you can, or
in expert mode and try to save
all the citizens!
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The goal of the game is simple: players must try to remember where Arty
Mouse and his friends are hiding on the table. The player who makes the
most correct guesses wins! The back of each tile has a wipe clean surface,
so that each player can use their imagination to mark the tiles with shapes
and symbols to help them remember where each character is.

Available
also in Puffin
Rock theme
Arty Mouse: Spin & Find game will help your
children to excel in school! This engaging game
will capture their attention and train their
memory, concentration, and critical thinking
skills in fun and exciting ways!
© Copyright 2022 Imagine That Group Ltd.
All rights reserved.
Arty Mouse and all related titles, logos
and characters are trademarks of
Imagine That Group Ltd.

3+

YEARS

1-4
PLAYERS

Contents

5-20
min

The game won a
special award in
the international
selection for the best
games for children:
YOUNG EINSTEIN
AWARD 2019, from
IMAGINATION GAMING.

30 Tiles
1 Marker pen
1 Spinner featuring
Arty Mouse
1 Double-sided wipe-clean
board showing pictures
of the tiles.
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Drawing game is an early learning through art
game. It will help to inspire your child’s creativity,
and Arty Mouse will help your child to learn the
priceless life skills of cooperation and critical
thinking. The game is designed to grow with your
child. It offers greater challenges as their skills
improve, and multiple game modes allow you to
adapt the play to your child’s level of skill and
their interests.
© Copyright 2022 Imagine That Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
Arty Mouse and all related titles, logos and characters
are trademarks of Imagine That Group Ltd.

3+
YEARS

1-4
PLAYERS

20
min

Contents
ADDED VALUE
Drawing game teaches
children about colours
and shapes while also
developing their artistic
talents in fun and
exciting ways!

6 Picture Cards
46 Shape Cards
5 Marker pens
4 Wipe-clean boards
1 6-Sided Colour Die
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Products

PRACTISE
MULTIPLICATION

Added Value from
The Great Majesco
Math and Magic Games:

• Early Math Skills
• Observational Skills
• Problem-solving Skills
• Improved Memory

maths and
magic!

PRACTICE
ADDING
UP TO 6+6
Be creative
by assembling
your own board.

©2022 Happy Cloud Creative
Licensed by Iris, www.thisisiris.co.uk
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Take one card
with operation.

1

Search for product
of operation on your
card among cards on
the table.

2

How fast can you remember what
7 x 8 is? It’s tricky, isn’t it? With this
game, you will learn the products to
multiplication operations that have
always made your head spin. For
everyone from 8 to 99 years.

8+
YEARS

Pick the card with
correct product and
find new operation
on the other side.

2-4

5

PLAYERS

min

Have the most
correct cards
and win!

3

4

Contents

55 Cards

14

The Great Majesco is on an exciting adventure! H
 e is
going to encounter many interesting challenges which
will sometimes help him and sometimes make it harder
to reach his destination. Who will be the first to get The
Great Majesco to the FINISH? Assemble the playing
board as you like, test how it works, have fun with it,all
the while practicing addition as well!

2-4
PLAYERS

10
min

Contents

5+
YEARS

FOLLOW YOUR OWN PATH
AND PRACTICE ADDING TO
THE FINISH LINE
24 Double-sided
cardboard sticks
2 Dice with numbers
4 Pawns
Rules
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Puzzles help to train a child’s constructive
thinking and imagination, develop hand-eye
coordination, cognitive and fine motor sills.
© Copyright Cartoon Saloon Ltd,
Dog Ears Ltd & Penguin Books Ltd, 2022.
All rights reserved.
Produced under licence by Value Add Games.

3-6
YEARS

Contents

24 Double-sided cardboard puzzle sticks
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The goal of the game is simple: players must try to remember where Oona,
Baba and their friends Marvin and Isabelle are hiding on the table. The player
who makes the most correct guesses wins! The back of each tile has a wipe
clean surface, so that each player can use their imagination to mark the tiles
with shapes and symbols to help them remember where each character is.

Turn the concept of memorisation into amazing fun. Meet Oona, Baba
and their friends Marvin and Isabelle, and try to remember excatly
where they are at the right time. Use your own markings, shapes and
doodles to enhance your memory and score points in the process.

Available
also in
Arty
Mouse
theme

Spin & Find game will help your children to excel in school! This
engaging game will capture their attention and train their memory,
concentration, and critical thinking skills in fun and exciting ways!

3+
YEARS

1-4
PLAYERS

5-20
min

The game won a
special award in
the international
selection for the best
games for children:
YOUNG EINSTEIN
AWARD 2019, from
IMAGINATION GAMING.

30 Tiles

Contents

Copyright Cartoon Saloon Ltd,
Dog Ears Ltd & Penguin Books Ltd, 2022.
All rights reserved.
Produced under licence by Value Add Games.

1 Marker pen
1 Spinner featuring Oona,
Baba and their friends
Marvin in Isabelle
1 Double-sided wipe-clean
board showing pictures of
the tiles
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